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I. INTRODUCTI N / was subsequently issued from Berkeley on November 
f 

In October, 1 l! 70, a sm&ll group of interested 20, 1970. 

people met at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Following the LRL Specifications Committee meet- 
/ 

Berkeley to discuss the possibility of collaborating on , ,ing, the writer was delegated the responsibility of sub-’ 

the development of a special integrated circuit for pro- j mitting the specification to manufacturers, and of co- : 

portional wire chambers. Attendees of this initial 

meeting were H. Steiner and F. Kirsten of LRL, 
: ordinating all proposals. This effort has essentially : 

been continuous since the early part of December, 1970. : 

M. Atac of NAL, R. Ianza of MIT, A. Minten of CERN, : The major developments to date are summarized in the’ 

and J. -L. Pellegrin and the writer of SLAC. It was de- 

cided that there was sufficient interest to organize a 

more general follow-up meeting in conjunction with the 

Nuclear Science Symposium in New York in November, 

1970. H. Steiner mailed invitations to all known inter- 

ested laboratories, and also to two semiconductor man- 

remainder of this paper. 

II. SUMMARY OF THE SPECIFICATION 

Several aspects of the specification should be noted. ufacturers, Fairchild and Motorola. 

The two day meeting, held on November 2-3, 1970, 

was attended by about 60 people from essentially every I 

major laboratory, including CERN. The first day was : 

devoted to formal presentations, and the second to a 

round-table discussion involving manufacturers’ rep- 

resentatives together with several laboratory represen- ,although the original idea was to develop a monolithic j 

First, it was not explicitly required to use TTL as 

:opposed to ECL logic; nor to use horizontal rather than; 
lvertical partitioning of functions. It was recognized 

that either of these options might have distinct advan- 

’ ‘tages when the detailed design is considered. Also, 

The general features of the preliminary specifica- i 

,tion can be seen in the circuit of Fig. 1, the timing 
diagram of Fig. 2, and the specifications summary of 

Table I. 

tatives. !circuit, the option of a hybrid circuit was left open. i 

The final consensus of the New York meeting was ) ’ The one major technical decision inherent in the ’ 

that a sub-group should be formed to produce a specifi- !design is that a monostable shall be used for the delay i 
/ 

cation with which to solicit manufacturers’ proposals. : element. If horizontal, rather than vertical, partition-i 

Thus, immediately after the New York meeting, a ing is used, then the monostable becomes an insepara-’ 

Specifications Committee met at LRL-Berkeley to con- ble part of the circuit, and no other form of delay (such 

solidate a specification. Participants in this effort ‘as a passive transmission or delay line) can be used. 
I 

were : I j : This was one of the basic decisions made at the orig- j 

M. Atac, NAL: H. Steiner and F. Kirsten, LRL; 

I. Pizer and F. Sauli, CERN; R. Lanza, MIT; T. 

Nunamaker, University of Chicago; and J. -L. Pellegrin 

and the writer, SLAC. A preliminary specification’ 

i inal New York meeting. I 
A second technical point of note is that the orig- /: 

/ inal specification calls for a minimum input threshold / / 
/ of 5 * 2 mV. This reflects the feeling at the time that ’ 

i the so-called “magic” gas mixtures would be generally! 

i used, and the 0.5 to 1 mV thresholds required for . 
I 

1 other gases such as Ar-CO2 would not be necessary. : 
’ 

* Work supported by U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
At a proposal review meeting at SLAC on April 13, 

1971, this part of the specification was changed to 

(Submitted to the Proceedings 0s n the L@! i;Ummer Study Session On Beam Measurements and Monitors, 
Los Alamos, New Mexico, August g-14, 1971.) 
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-.-- read “1 mV typical, 2 mV maximum”, reflecting the 

consensus that a circuit with the lower threshold would 

be generally more useful. 

HI. PROPOSAL REVIEW 

In December, 1970, the specification was sent to 

5 manufacturers: Motorola, Fairchild and Texas In- 

struments in the U. S. ; Valvo-Phylips in Germany; and 

SESCOSEM in France. All companies responded ex- 

cept Valvo-Phylips. Motorola expressed interest, but 

stated that their facilities were loaded and they could 

not consider the job until April. Fairchild indicated 

that a formal proposal for a monolithic would be forth- 

coming. Texas Instruments indicated a similar inten- 

tion. SESCOSEM, after some prodding, eventually sub- 

mitted a proposal for a monlithic. 

There ensued a lengthy period of negotiation in 

order to secure formal proposals. Fairchild’s plan to 
submit a proposal for a monolithic collapsed because of 

lack of internal support from the various departments 

involved. The Texas Instruments effort was stalled 

first because of a management change, and second when 

CERN independently requested a proposal for a hybrid. 

Finally, on February 25, 1971, a proposal for a 

monolithic development was received from Texas In- 

struments, and on March 10, a follow-up proposal for 

a 2-channel hybrid was received. On March 29, Fair- 

child also submitted a hybrid proposal. In view of 

these developments, the existing MECL circuit devel- 

oped by Pellegrin at SLAC was submitted to Motorola in, 

order to obtain a quotation on a hybrid; the verbal quo- 

tation was received April 12, just prior to a review 

meeting held at SLAC on April 13. (The formal quo- 

tation was received on April 19, 1971. ) Also, just 
prior to this meeting, SESCOSEM submitted their pro- 

posal for a 3-chip vertically integrated monolithic. 

A proposal review meeting was held at SLAC on 

April 13, 1971. Attendees were: M. Atac and Ron 

Martin, NAL; T. Nunamaker, University of Chicago; 

Ray Martin, LASL; R. Lanza, MIT; B. Jackson, F. 

Kirsten, H. Steiner, J. O’Keefe, S. Parker, LRL; and 

J. -L. Pellegrin and the writer, SLAC. The various 

circuit options which were considered are shown in 

Table II. The main data of interest are as follows: 

1. Development of a monolithic will cost 

$40,000. Production cost per channel projected at 

_-. $2 - $3..L . .._._._.....___.._ .’ _- ..~. . . :. 

-.- . .._. ~. -- 
2. Cost of TTL hybrid from Fairchild or Texas --- 

‘Instruments projected at $4 - $5 in 100,000 quantities. 

3. Motorola quotation on TEDDY of > $lO/ 

channel is not competitive. 

4. SESCOSEM proposal contained no indication of 

method of implementation. 

5. Information from CERN included for interest 

only. No formal proposals received from Phylips or 

GE-Marconi. 

The major conclusion of the meeting was to con- 

centrate further efforts on developing a TTL hybrid 

version of the circuit, to be followed by a monolithic at 

a later time. This decision was made principally be- 
, 

cause of the shorter development time for a hybrid, as 

well as the lower development cost, plus the lack of en- 

couragement for an ECL hybrid or monolithic from 

Motorola. The projected production cost of the TTL 

hybrid of the order of $5/channel in large quantities 

was considered sufficiently attractive to solve the short- 

term requirements. It should be emphasized, however, 

that the ultimate goal is to attempt to develop a mono- 

iithic, in order to achieve lowest possible costs as well; 

as optimum reliability. The hybrid of course may point 
out problems which make further development of a mon- 

olithic impractical or economically unattractive. i 

As noted previously, the threshold requirement was 

changed to 1 mV typical, 2 mV maximum. The meeting 

concluded with the decision to pursue further develop- 

ment of a TTL hybrid with Fairchild and Texas Instru- 

ments in parallel, with the added requirement of a low-’ 

er threshold voltage. 

At that time it was estimated that the most optimis- 

tic date for delivery of production hybrids would be 

about September 1, 1971. This is no longer a realistic 

target date. 
IV. SPECIFICATION REVIEW 

Several additional points concerning the specifica- : 

tions were discussed at the April 13 meeting: / 

1. The preferred input circuit specification was ’ I 
changed to make 1 KQ < Zin I 2 KQ. Protection re- 

quired as originally specified. See Fig. 3a. 

2. A preferred test circuit is shown in Fig. 3b. is 

Any ac-coupled circuit which produces the desired 

pulse shape is acceptable. 

3. Crosstalk - 100 times overdrive on one chan- 
nel should not cause triggering of adjacent channels. 



._-. . ..-._ __-. ..- 
4. Delay trim - Monostable delay must be accu- and-no provision-for .external trimming.of-each channel? -A.- 

. rate to f 2. 5y0, adjustable 100 nsec to at least 500nsec. 

‘If internal trimming only is used; it should be per- 

formed at a setting of 300 nsec. 

5. Channels should not respond to positive pulses 

of 100 times over threshold. 

j further testing. 

The original prototypes were produced at no cost to 

the laboratories. It appears that the next round of de- 

velopment on an improved circuit, after satisfactory ! 
These points were subsequently relayed to Fairchild : evaluation of a breadboard, will cost between $5,000 

The units were subsequently sent to LRL and MIT for 

and Texas Instruments by letter. 

v. PROTOTYPE TESTING 

At the April 13 meeting the following standard tests 

* were suggested for evaluating prototypes: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

Threshold vs. pulse width 

Delay vs. amplitude (slewing) 

k to FAST out vs. Vin 

Monostable delay jitter vs. Vcc, AT, rep rate 

Coincidence curve at min. WRITE gatewidth 

Crosstalk for 40 db overdrive 
Response to positive inputs 

Operation in 20 KG field 

Operation on Chamber - time resolution using 
Ar-CO- 

z 
It was further agreed that a number of laborato- 

ries would independently evaluate the prototype before 

any general conclusion was reached. Participating lab- 
oratories will include NAL, LRL, LASL, MIT, Univer- 

sity of Chicago and SLAC. 

VI. STATUS OF FAIRCHILD PROPOSAL 

The original Fairchild proposal specified two 

packages, one containing 4 amplifier channels, the 

other containing 4 one-shots plus logic. The circuits 

are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The package outline is 

shown in Fig. 6. 

and $10,000. This amount will have to be raised and 
an order placed before further work can proceed. 

VII. STATUS OF TEXAS INSTRUMENTS PROPOSAL 

The original proposed circuit is shown in Fig. ‘7. : 

The proposed package is a 24-pin dual in-line for 2 

horizontal channels. The original circuit front-end 

was examined by Ron Martin of NAL. He concluded 

that the SN75107 could not meet the 5 mV threshold re-’ 

quirement, let alone something lower. Texas re- ’ 

sponded to the request for a 1 mV threshold by stating 
that they thought it could be achieved, but would require 

$4500 to produce 5 prototype units. This amount was 

raised between LRL, NAL, MIT, Chicago and SLAC , 

and an order was placed in late July. Work is now ,. 

underway, and prototypes are expected in about 6 weeks. 

CERN has independently pursued a hybrid develop- 

‘ment and according to a letter dated 20 July 19’71 from , 

F. Sauli, has decided to accept a Texas Instruments 

proposal. The circuit differs slightly from the original 

proposal (see Fig. 8). Principally, the threshold re- 

quirement is still 5 f 2 mV; only internal timing corn- 

ponents are specified; and no input protection is speci- 

fied. 

In June, two prototype circuits of each type were I 

delivered to SLAC. Tests on the amplifiers immedi- : 

ately revealed a problem in that input thresholds were 

much higher than specified. This was traced to the ’ 

fact that for a high driving impedance, current offsets i 

inherent in the ~.~A’733 amplifier limited reliable thresh-’ 

olds to considerably higher than 10 mV. Fairchild : 

! VIII. OTHER PROPOSALS 

A Motorola representative is reviewing their orig- 

inal ECL hybrid proposal for possible further action. 

A number of different hybrid manufacturers have 

’ reviewed the specification and some have forwarded 

: quotations. The purely hybrid manufacturer is pur- 

j posely being discouraged from participation because of 

! our long-range interest in a completely monolithic 

: circuit. 

I recognized this as a fundamental problem and is pre- 

paring a new proposal based on a uA760, rather than / / ) 

/ 

the pA733. 

The logic portion was given a cursory test. The 

main problem here appears to be that there is an ex- 

cessive spread in monostable delay between channels, 

: * Note - Fairchild has reviewed this and states that . 
the one-shots were never internally trimmed. They ’ 
feel that the width tolerance can be met without the : 
need for external trimming. 

/  

_._ .- ._.- . .- __ _---. ____ .-.. 
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- ..--_ G. CONCLUSION 
- 1 Progress is being made toward achieving a special 

TTL integrated circuit for wire chambers. Input sen- 

sitivity appears to pose the major problem in thedesign. 

The time scale of development is much longer than 

anticipated. The major delays have been caused by the 

lack of support within the companies, probably in large 

part due to the relatively small anticipated production 

volume. 

After a successful prototype is received, hopefully 

within 2 months, the question of the development of a 

monolithic will be re-opened. 
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TABLE I 

SPECIFICATION SUMMARY 

-5mVt.o - 500 mV, negative; TF -20 nsec, TR-200 nsec 

- 5 mV t- - 1OC mV f 2 ” mV or + 10%; T. C. l%/oC 0’ to 70°C 

Insensitive to +500 mV signals 

No damage for 100 pF at * 5 KV through 2,000 fl 

4 mV change gives full output 

Width 30 f 10 nsec, < 10 nsec TR, TF delays 40 nsec * 20% 

Adjustable 100 nsec to 10 psec; TR, TF s 10 nsec 

T < 40 nsec f 20% from FAST out PD- 
<* .05%/OC 
Required 

<* 1% for f 10% change 

550% 

5 20 nsec 

140 nsec 

Outputs must be wire OR-able 

No unusual cooling requirements 

Direct out and gated out must be TTL compatible 

Operating range 0” to 70°C 
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TABLE If 

PROPOSAL SUMMARY 

_-_._ 

7 

Comments 

Hybrid tnd 

to fast out 

=55 * 1Onsec 

>20 ns 

write gate 

required 

Not includ- 

ing MECL- 

TTL con- 

verter and ’ 

output gates 

Data from 

Pizer/ : 

Verweij 

Data from 

Sauli via 

Kirsten 

c 
Fixed 
cost 

Production 
cost 

Monolithic 
Fixed Cost 

cost/ch Package 

.‘;,“l’r S4.6K $4.3/ch 

5mV 

$40K 

Hybrid- 24 pin 

DlP 2 ch 

I 

$2.34 3 - 16 pin DlP’s SESCOSEM $38.‘?K 

(100K) per 4 ch 

2 - 1.4” x 0.9” 

ceramic + plastic 

lid/4 ch 

1” x 11’ ceramic 

$5.4 
(lOOK) 

1mV 

$10.37/ch 

(50K) 
1mV 

0 

$7K 

X 

TEDDY 

MECL 

MECL 

4. Motorola 

I/( 
6. 

2.8 mV 

$5.8/ch 

,Prge QW 

? 

? 

D 

$8/ch 
50K 

$1.8~ 
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